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From Reader Review ?????? 2 [Kuroko no Basuke 2] for online
ebook

Bookaholic Mhaanster says

Title: Kuroko no Basuke
Author: Tadatoshi Fujimaki
Volume(s): 30
Chapter(s): 275
Genre:
Status:
Language: English
Read in: manga app

All I can say is this one is much better than slamdunk even I'm also a fan of the latter and rukawa :3
droolssss I just love the Generation of Miracles, Takao, Kuroko and Tatsuya :3

Estefany says

Me gusta el estilo de dibujo de Tadatoshi-san es algo mas juvenil por lo que puedes notar las diferencias
entre manga y anime. El Kuroko del manga se ve más niño mas dulce; en cambio el del anime sigue
mostrando esa fuerza física débil en comparación a los demás pero su expresión y mirada son más fuertes o
mas penetrantes. Papa siempre será uno de los momentos mas cómicos o la búsqueda del sándwich XD y
Hyuuga en modo clutch un clásico ya. Midorima Shintarou es mi miembro menos favorito de la Generación
de Milagros muy prepotente.

Katia says

Share Gif: http://media1.giphy.com/media/oobNzX5...

Ay?egül Sezen says

Ho?uma gitmeyen küçük ayr?nt?lar d???nda gayet güzeldi

Thalia Grace says

Even better than the previous volume. MIDORIMA MY BABY!



Kurtis Burkhardt says

This series is a Failed Shadow clone of The great manga Slamdunk?

Elinor Master of Gifs says

Cette série envoie du lourd de chez lourd, et on n'en est qu'au deuxième tome... j'adore !

Brielle says

[Kagamin writing his name on Shin's hand. "Just to make sure you remember." (hide spoiler)]

Regina says

This volume was way better than the first! I really love all the characters, especially my precious baby
Kuroko!

Man I’m so hyped for the competitions, I really love the way this manga awakens my competitive spirit!

Abeer Albossany says

This volume marks the first time "Midorima" showed on screen for the anime and on paper for the manga.
The art was a bit disappointing but overall it was a good one.

Nitzan Schwarz says

Read: July 3rd, 2016.

My computer totally comitted suidicde md-writing this so now I have to try to recycle everything *sobs*

1. I love clutch time Hyuuga! The Hyuuga who says what he thinks and has overflowing confidence is the
coolest. Plus, he's just so funny lol

2. Kuroko is totally my bae. I love how he's all like 'well then, I'll be going'. Like, what, I have a head injury?
nahhh, don't worry, everything is fine haha

3. While watching the anime I was so invested in the story and the fights I had no time to appreciate the
order in which Seirin fights the Generation of Miracles members. The simplest way to put it is they're going
from the "easiest" to the "hardest". This does not mean Kise is the weakest of the GoM, if anything he's a



super strong player, but he's the easiest to revert back from before the GoM went wrong because he is still
essentially a team player. Yes, he believes winning is all that matters and he can do it alone, but the fact he
want Kuroko on his team and his actual play is still team-centered and he still loves and enjoys basketball all
heartily. Basically, probably because he has the shortest time with the GoM, he actually received the smallest
damage and is the easiest to revert back, because the distance from Past!Kise and Present!Kise is the
smallest.

4. I love the dynamics between Kise and Kasamatsu. Everytime I think about the captain being a third year I
get sad lol

5. The character design in the manga is not as good as the anime, and Modorima suffers from it the most so
far. The rest of the characters are maybe slightly less detailed in the eyes, but mostly very similar, but what
with that super flat haired Midorimacchi?? Midorima is such a bishounen in the anime, too! I love Midorima
with all my heart, but oy oy, this doesn't look good. Literally haha

6. Kuroko and Kagami are already acting like a married couple... Kagami being worried about Kuroko,
scolding him about disappearing without a word, lecturing him to think before he acts... then basically
challenging Koruko to complete him promise and stay the shadow to Kagami's light forever... I don't usually
ship non-canon and same gender ships when it's not in the narrative, but I somehow couldn't avoid doing so
in the anime and I can't avoid doing so here. I'm on this ship, you guys, and I'm sailing the high seas on it.
This series has such wonderful friendships with such romantic potential lol I mean all these partners trust
each other impecably, they rely on each other, they know each other so well to predict what they will do and
they just constantly match to each other's pace on and off the court, or bring that pace down when needed.
How can you not ship that?? :(

7. Riko was a little annoying, saying Dad might be hard to stop because of his height. I may be thinking this
just because Seirin is going to encounter a bunch of much taller players and that's never going to stop them
or make them give up, but this hasn't happened in the manga yet so I might need to cut Riko some slack. But
really, height is not everything!

8. HAHAHA I'm still so amused by Dad thinking Kuroko is a small child and how mad Tetsu got over this (I
can't decide if I want to call him Tetsu or Kuroko. Tetsu is cooler, but Kuroko is like the brand name lol)

9. I wonder if Hyuuga will really warn the other players of Kuroko and his general smallness? I don't think
he talked about that in the anime, but I might be wrong (even though I just watched it, the three seasons are
so intense season one feels so long ago!)

10. OMG I totally forgot about Midorima's three whims in a day!! XDD

Samiur Rahman says

Well, if that's what you call a "Generations of Miracles", I really doubt what is left for the rest of the
volumes. It was only a practice match and it was really tough for Kagami to defeat Kise. Even with the help
of Kuroko, the Phantom Miracle. Now comes Midorima, the next one. This is going to be good as I liked his
attitude. He is some bad-ass I think. Oh, I missed Papa(!). Well, doesn't matter. He was not strong at all. A
little bit of disappointment you can say.



Mayu says

The match between Kuroko and Kise is finished! In this last, Kagami was so cool and his talent was
amazing!

Carson The Burinator says

i liked it

Mikaela says

.... and boom! Kise-kun lost. 1st player the copycat was crushed by Kagami-kun with that dunk. Buzzerbeat.
Niiiceee! It's only a practice game though. Lol.

Lol that part when Kuroko said "To be honest i am quite a bit irritated right now" with a straight face. XD
when "dad" (lol his naming sense though) called him a kid. hahaha!

Ah! Shintarou-kun the one who likes and strongly believes in astrology. XD hahaha! Omg! I cant believe
that Kagami wrote on his hand. Lmao.


